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Abstract

Narrative Question Answering is an important
task for evaluating and improving reading com-
prehension abilities in both humans and ma-
chines. However, there is a lack of consensus
on the skill taxonomy that would enable system-
atic and comprehensive assessment and learn-
ing of the various aspects of Narrative Question
Answering. Existing task-level skill views over-
simplify the multidimensional nature of tasks,
while question-level taxonomies face issues in
evaluation and methodology. To address these
challenges, we introduce a more inclusive skill
taxonomy that synthesizes and redefines nar-
rative understanding skills from previous tax-
onomies and includes a generation skill dimen-
sion from the answering perspective.

1 Introduction

Narrative Question Answering entails responding
to questions based on a narrative context. Under-
standing narratives requires comprehension of the
foundational narrative elements (Zhao et al., 2023)
that are not only explicitly stated but also implied
in the text, which necessitates “reading between
the lines” (Norvig, 1987; Huang et al., 2019). Ad-
ditionally, answering questions in narrative settings
demands forming abstract representations, integrat-
ing information across the document in addition
to local representation, and generating coherent
answers, which may not only be a span of text
(Kočiský et al., 2018). Due to requiring unique
and multidimensional skills, Narrative Question
Answering has become an important task to as-
sess and enhance the various complex reading com-
prehension abilities of both humans and machines
(Dunietz et al., 2020; Sang et al., 2022; Xu et al.,
2022). However, a consensus is lacking on the tax-
onomy of skills that Narrative Question Answering
represents and is suitable for assessment (Rogers
et al., 2023).

Task-level skill definitions only focus on one
characteristic of the task, such as format, and ignore
the multidimensional aspect of Narrative Question
Answering. In contrast, question-level skill defi-
nitions focus on identifying fine-grained skill def-
initions. Previously, several question-level skill
taxonomies have been proposed. Some of these
taxonomies (e.g., Sugawara et al., 2017a,b) con-
centrate solely on challenging reading comprehen-
sion skills, such as commonsense reasoning, omit-
ting others. Alternatively, other taxonomies (e.g.,
Schlegel et al., 2020; Rogers et al., 2023) group
skills in a manner that a question can be attributed
to several skills within the same dimension, e.g.,
the question can be associated with both temporal
and causal skills from reasoning skill dimension,
creating challenges during skill evaluation. Recent
narrative reading comprehension taxonomies do
not pose these concerns and incorporate clearly dis-
tinguishable skills within skill dimensions (Sang
et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022). However, both of the
taxonomies focus on a few skill dimensions. Addi-
tionally, the taxonomy of Xu et al. (2022) does not
clearly define the explicit and implicit skills; thus,
adopting this taxonomy might lead to confusion in
skill evaluation or in developing methods based on
these skill dimensions (e.g., Peng et al., 2023).

We conclude that the current literature lacks a
comprehensive Narrative Question Answering skill
taxonomy that accurately defines relevant skills
without omitting key skills or skill dimensions. To
address the identified problems, we introduce a
taxonomy that synthesizes skills and skill dimen-
sions from Xu et al. (2022) and Sang et al. (2022),
provides accurate definitions for implicit and ex-
plicit questions while introducing answer genera-
tion skills. Our taxonomy is structured around four
skill dimensions: narrative elements, representa-
tion scope, knowledge gap filling, and generation.
These skill dimensions encompass both understand-
ing and answering skills.
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We start by reviewing the previously proposed
skill taxonomies and discuss their limitations in
Section 2. We introduce our skill taxonomy in
Section 3 and consider the skill assessment and
learning opportunities of the proposed taxonomy
in Section 4.

2 Review of QA Skill Taxonomies

Skills are learned response patterns (Bao et al.,
2023) that play a crucial role when answering ques-
tions in narrative settings. There are two levels of
approach in defining skills for question answering:
task-level and question-level skills.

2.1 Task-level skills
Task-level skills are often discussed in multi-
tasking setups, where each dataset is treated as
a separate skill, or multiple datasets are combined
under the same task-level skill (e.g., Khashabi et al.,
2020; Zhong et al., 2022; Puerto et al., 2023). Typ-
ically, only one characteristic of a task, such as
format, is regarded as a skill. However, a key
challenge with task-level skills is that the assigned
skill to a whole task may not fully represent the
entire dataset. For instance, Narrative Question
Answering is commonly considered a generative
or abstractive task because questions in narrative
settings require models to produce answers by gen-
erating them based on the information provided
in a context (Rogers et al., 2023; Dzendzik et al.,
2021; Khashabi et al., 2020). Despite this classifica-
tion, the task encompasses a wide range of answers,
ranging from span-based responses to entirely gen-
erative answers that cannot be extracted from the
text. Thus, when training on Narrative Question
Answering datasets, the model will learn extraction
in addition to generation due to the span-based an-
swers in the dataset. Consequently, defining skills
at the task level fails to accurately capture the mul-
tidimensionality of the task.

2.2 Question-level skills
Question-level skill definitions center on identi-
fying the specific fine-grained skills required to
answer each individual question in a dataset. Sug-
awara et al. (2017a,b) concentrate on general read-
ing comprehension, including Narrative Question
Answering, and identified up to 13 prerequisite
skills for question answering. However, their focus
on challenging skills, like commonsense reason-
ing, omits considerations for comparably easier
skills like recognizing explicit information. This

approach to skill taxonomy fails to comprehen-
sively capture the diverse nature of comprehension
abilities, posing obstacles to focused and balanced
model evaluation. Another notable issue with these
taxonomies is that questions may be associated
with multiple skills. This introduces an additional
challenge in assessing model performance. For in-
stance, if a question requires both temporal and
causal reasoning skills, evaluating a model’s rea-
soning ability on these elements might not clearly
reveal which skill pattern the model employed to
answer the question. This ambiguity could impact
the accuracy and specificity of skill assessment in
comprehension tasks.

Schlegel et al. (2020) and Rogers et al. (2023)
have presented a skill taxonomy based on dimen-
sions. In these frameworks, skill dimensions are
orthogonal high-level categories. Each question
can be categorized based on at least one of these
dimensions and be associated with at least one skill
from a dimension, providing a structured way to
describe and analyze skills via dimensions. These
taxonomies do not omit easier skills, and the or-
thogonal skill dimension helps to conduct focused
evaluation. However, questions may still be at-
tributed to multiple skills from the same dimension,
so the ambiguity problem in skill assessment re-
mains unsolved in these taxonomies as well.

Recent studies on narrative reading comprehen-
sion also focus on skill dimensions. Sang et al.
(2022) introduce meaning representation scope of
a narrative and target narrative element skill di-
mensions for assessment. Xu et al. (2022) uses
narrative elements or relations dimension based
on Paris and Paris (2003) and source of answers
dimension for question annotation schema. Un-
like previous taxonomies, these frameworks prior-
itize narrative elements over reasoning, ensuring
that each skill in each dimension is distinguishable.
Notably, each question could only correspond to
one skill in every dimension, providing clarity in
skill attribution. However, both taxonomies concen-
trate on only two dimensions of Narrative Question
Answering skills, leaving other dimensions unad-
dressed. Furthermore, some of the skill definitions
by Xu et al. (2022) are inaccurate. For instance,
they define explicit questions as extractive ques-
tions and implicit questions as free-form questions
requiring high-level summarization. However, the
implicit nature of questions should be determined
by the information conveyed in the narrative rather
than how the answer is constructed or the extent of
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the narrative text stream it requires. Inaccurately
characterized explicit and implicit questions pose
challenges not only in assessment but also in skill-
based model development. Due to the definitions
proposed by Xu et al. (2022), Peng et al. (2023)
treat implicit and generative questions as equivalent
concepts, leading them to develop methods based
on this inaccurate assumption.

2.3 Summary of Limitations
The task-level skill perspective fails to capture the
multidimensionality of the Narrative Question An-
swering. Previous question-level skill taxonomies
either exclude crucial skills or lack distinguishable
skills within the skill dimension. While narrative
comprehension skill taxonomies (Sang et al., 2022;
Xu et al., 2022) address some issues of previous
taxonomies, they have been limited to two dimen-
sions. Moreover, one of the taxonomies (Xu et al.,
2022) incorrectly defines implicitness skill based
on answer format. To better define Narrative Ques-
tion Answering skills, we synthesize narrative com-
prehension skill taxonomies, define explicit and
implicit questions based on the information con-
veyed, incorporate high-level summarization as an
integral part of the representation scope dimension,
and introduce a generation skill dimension.

3 Our Skill Taxonomy

Our skill taxonomy combines elements from prior
narrative reading comprehension taxonomies, pro-
vides a redefined perspective on implicitness (re-
ferred to as knowledge gap filling), and introduces
a generation skill dimension. We categorize the
skill dimensions into two parts:

• Understanding Skills: This involves a model
acquiring skills to construct narrative repre-
sentation and reasoning abilities to answer
questions.

• Answering Skills: This aspect entails answer
formulation skills to effectively represent rea-
soning over input as an output.

Figure 1 provides an overview of our skill taxon-
omy, while Figure 2 showcases narrative questions
alongside their corresponding skill sets.

3.1 Understanding Skills
3.1.1 Narrative Elements
Narratives center on characters and highlight their
actions, interactions, and goals (Graesser et al.,

Representation
Scope

Knowledge 
Gap Filling

Understanding skills

Local

Global

Character

Setting

Answering skills

Generation

Narrative
Elements Event

Explicit

Implicit

Extractive

Generative

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed skill taxonomy.

1996; Sang et al., 2022). Questions asked in a
narrative context primarily revolve around the nar-
rative elements and relations. Previous taxonomies
in general reading comprehension concentrated on
the reasoning abilities necessary for extracting nar-
rative elements. Given that extracting a single ele-
ment or relation might involve multiple reasoning
abilities, it becomes challenging during evaluation
to discern which reasoning skill patterns the model
learned during training. Therefore, a more effec-
tive approach is to shift the focus from reasoning to
actual individual elements that are inherently more
distinguishable. Based on Sang et al. (2022); Xu
et al. (2022), our taxonomy contains three narrative
elements that narrative questions focus on:

• Character questions are asked to determine
the identity of the characters in the story or
describe their characteristics. Questions fo-
cus on characters’ roles, traits, relationships,
emotions, reactions, and facts in the narrative.

• Event questions focus on specific events and
the actions of characters. Questions ask to
identify or predict an event, an action, or a
relation between events, such as causal, con-
ditional, and temporal relationships.

• Setting questions focus on the specific place,
time, and environment in which the events
take place. Questions generally ask about
where and when the story events happen.
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3.1.2 Representation Scope
Forming sufficient narrative representations is vital
for successfully comprehending narrative elements
and relations (Sang et al., 2022). Representation
scope can be defined based on the extent of the
narrative text stream required to answer questions
(Kintsch, 1988; Sang et al., 2022):

• Local narrative representation involves ques-
tions related to a single story section, requir-
ing to make local inferences.

• Global narrative representation encompasses
questions related to multiple story sections,
emphasizing the need for high-level summa-
rization.

3.1.3 Knowledge Gap Filling
When communicating, people assume that there is a
shared common ground, so information that can be
easily recovered is often left unmentioned or under-
specified (Ostermann et al., 2018). Since humans
use narrative as a core mechanism to think and
communicate from childhood (Somasundaran et al.,
2018; Dunietz et al., 2020; Piper et al., 2021), nar-
rative texts also inherit these characteristics where
common knowledge is omitted. Thus, another skill
dimension that the model should succeed in is un-
derstanding conveyed information in the narrative
and filling in unmentioned information when nec-
essary. This skill dimension can be divided into:

• Explicit questions are those for which the
information required to answer them is di-
rectly and clearly presented in the text. These
questions typically pertain to facts, details,
or events that are explicitly mentioned in the
narrative. In other words, the answer to an
explicit question can be found by referring to
the information given in the text itself.

• Implicit questions are those that require read-
ers to infer or deduce information that is not
explicitly stated in the text. Answering im-
plicit questions often necessitates the use of
commonsense knowledge and the ability to
“read between the lines” (Norvig, 1987). Im-
plicit questions often involve understanding
causation, identifying relationships, or mak-
ing inferences about events or reasons that are
not directly provided in the narrative (Huang
et al., 2019; Lal et al., 2021; Kalbaliyev and
Sirts, 2022).

3.2 Answering Skills
3.2.1 Generation
A crucial skill in Narrative Question Answering
involves effectively representing reasoning through
answer generation, particularly concerning how the
reader formulates an answer based on the question
and the narrative.

In everyday communication, individuals often re-
peat names or lengthy phrases in conversation (Gu
et al., 2016). Similarly, when responding to ques-
tions, answers can vary from straightforward span-
based responses to entirely generative answers that
cannot be directly copied from the narrative. Hence,
it is essential for the reader to learn the distinction
between reusing the semantic concepts given in
the narrative and selecting new semantic concepts
from the reader’s vocabulary to construct an an-
swer. Since copying and generating operate at the
concept level, we differentiate question-level skills
by categorizing questions as either extractive or
generative based on the structure of the answers in
answer formulation:

• Extractive questions require answers that ex-
ist as spans within the narrative and can be
extracted and formulated from the narrative.

• Generative questions necessitate answers that
cannot be solely constructed by extracting and
formulating spans from the narrative. Instead,
they require additional words or phrases to
either complement the extracted span or form
the complete answer.

4 Skill Assessment and Learning

Effective and fair skill evaluations rely heavily on
precisely defining and annotating the dimensions
and features under study. In past instances, con-
ducting focused assessments and fair evaluations
posed challenges due to combining multiple skill
dimensions into one and overlapping numerous
skill features. Our taxonomy outlined in Section 3
addresses these issues by distinguishing each skill
dimension and its associated features. Annotating
existing datasets and constructing future datasets
based on our taxonomy will assist in conducting
focused assessments and ensuring fair skill evalua-
tions. The distinguishability of skill dimensions al-
lows the study of individual dimensions in isolation
for focused assessment. For fair skill evaluation,
we assert that every skill feature within each di-
mension holds equal significance, and a single skill
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Narrative: 
 
[...] the snowflakes, as they fell upon Thumbelina, were like a 
whole shovelful falling upon one of us, for we are tall, but she 
was only an inch high. 
[…]  
She came at last to the door of a field mouse, who had a little 
den under the corn stubble […] Poor Thumbelina stood before 
the door, just like a little beggar girl, and asked for a small piece 
of corn […] 
[...] 
"You poor little creature," said the field mouse, for she was 
really a good old mouse, "come into my warm room and dine 
with me." She was pleased with Thumbelina, so she said, "You 
are quite welcome to stay with me all the winter, if you like" 
[…] Thumbelina […] found herself very comfortable […]  
 

 Questions, answers, and skills: 
 
Q1: How tall is Thumbelina? 
A1: an inch high  
Skills: character, local, explicit, extractive 
 
Q2: Why did Thumbelina feel comfortable in the den? 
A2: the field mouse gave her corn to eat and a place to stay.  
Skills: event, global, implicit, generative 
 
Q3: Where did Thumbelina live in January? 
A3: in the den of the field mouse  
Skills: setting, global, implicit, extractive 
 

 
Figure 2: Examples of narrative questions and associated skills. Color and underlining emphasize the main concepts
in the narrative that are related to those in the answer and the question, respectively. Note: The example narrative is
an excerpt from “Little Thumbelina” by Hans Christian Andersen and taken from Project Gutenberg. This narrative
has also been used in the FairytaleQA (Xu et al., 2022) dataset.

feature should not be the only representation of
the whole task or dataset. Instead of presenting re-
sults as a singular dataset-level or task-level metric,
we advocate for showcasing results across various
skill dimensions and features. This approach pro-
vides a more comprehensive understanding of the
model’s performance and contributes to a more ac-
curate and fair evaluation of skills. However, as
Narrative Question Answering is free-form in na-
ture, challenges related to the evaluation of text
generation (Celikyilmaz et al., 2021) also persist in
skill evaluation, making it essential to consider that
automatic measures might not fully demonstrate
models’ abilities.

In terms of skill learning, each skill dimension
becomes a focal point for improvement. Previ-
ously, methods have been developed for enhanc-
ing input representations with narrative elements
(e.g., Bao et al., 2023; Peng et al., 2023), utilizing
knowledge-based methods to enhance implicitness
(e.g., Bauer et al., 2018; Lal et al., 2022), and em-
ploying Pointer Generator Networks (See et al.,
2017) to improve the generation ability of models
(e.g., Bauer et al., 2018; Tay et al., 2019; Nishida
et al., 2019; Peng et al., 2023). It is crucial to note
that some of these previous efforts (e.g., Peng et al.,
2023) have relied on inaccurate definitions of skills.
We anticipate enhanced performance in Narrative
Question Answering by considering model devel-
opment and annotation based on accurate skills def-
initions. Furthermore, existing skill-based methods
often concentrate on improving a single dimension
or even a specific skill. We argue that there is con-

siderable room for improvement by shifting the
focus to multiple skill dimensions during method
development. We believe assigning equal signifi-
cance to each skill feature throughout the develop-
ment process is key to achieving more robust and
effective results.

5 Conclusion

Narrative Question Answering is a crucial task to
assess and enhance complex reading comprehen-
sion skills. However, there is no consensus re-
garding the classification of skills that Narrative
Question Answering entails and whether they are
suitable for evaluation. The current research lacks
a comprehensive taxonomy that contains and cor-
rectly defines relevant essential skills and skill di-
mensions. In this paper, we propose a skill taxon-
omy for Narrative Question Answering to address
these challenges. Our taxonomy synthesizes and
redefines skills from existing taxonomies while in-
corporating a generation skill dimension. Our tax-
onomy contains distinguishable skills within narra-
tive elements, representation scope, knowledge gap
filling, and generation skill dimensions. We hope
that our taxonomy will facilitate focused and fair
multidimensional skills assessment of Narrative
Question Answering and motivate further develop-
ment of skill-learning methods.

Limitations

We focus on Narrative Question Answering skills
that make questions distinguishable within a dimen-
sion for fair evaluation. Thus, we do not consider
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other skill dimensions, such as linguistic skills, that
do not fit our criteria. We specifically concentrate
on Narrative Question Answering, which is free-
form in nature. Although some of the skill dimen-
sions are applicable to other narrative comprehen-
sion tasks, we do not consider specific skills of
other tasks. Our references are primarily from the
studies conducted in English; however, the skills
identified in both previous and our studies are ap-
plicable across all languages.
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